**Paper Diary Versus Stress/Urge Incontinence Questionnaire (S/UIQ)**

*Participant Preference Questionnaire*

1. During the last week, approximately how many minutes per day did you spend completing your diary? _________

2. How many minutes did it take you to complete the S/UIQ today? _________

3. Indicate how much bother it was to complete the paper diary (select only one):
   - Very much bother
   - Much bother
   - A little bother
   - No bother

4. Indicate your preference for the paper diary versus the S/UIQ (select only one):
   - Preferred paper diary much more than S/UIQ
   - Preferred paper diary somewhat more than S/UIQ
   - Preferred paper diary slightly more than S/UIQ
   - Preferred paper diary as much as the S/UIQ
   - Preferred S/UIQ slightly more than paper diary
   - Preferred S/UIQ somewhat more than paper diary
   - Preferred S/UIQ much more than paper diary